ABSTRACT December, 2008 For R being a separating algebra of subsets of a set X, E a complete Hausdorff non-Archimedean locally convex space and m : R --+ E a bounded finitely additive measure, it is shown that:
convex space, we will denote by cs(E) the collection of all continuous semi norms on E. For X a set, ! E JKx and A C X, we define IIf11A = sup{l!(x)l: x E A} and Ilfll = IIf11x.
Also for A eX, A C will be its complement in X and XA the JK-valued characteristic function of A. The family of all subsets of X will be denoted by P(X).
Assume next that X is a non-empty set and R a separating algebra of subsets of X, i.e. R is a family of subsets of X such that 
STRONGLY ADDITIVE MEASURES
Throughout the paper, R will be a separating algebra of subsets of a set X, E a complete Hausdorff locally convex space and M (R, E) the space of all bounded E -valued finitely-additive measures on R. We will denote by rn the topology on X which has R as a basis. Every member ofR is rn -clopen, i.e. both closed and open. By S(R) we will denote the space of'all Kvalued R-simple functions. As in [10) Let R m be the family of all m-measurable sets. The following theorem gives some results contained in [10] which are needed for the paper. Proof. Let (An) be a sequence, of pairwise disjoint members of R:«, and let P E cs(E) and E > O. For each n, there exist V n, W n in R such that V n C An C W n and mp(W n \ V n ) < E. As m is strongly additive, there exists no such that mp(V n ) < E for each n~no. If now n~no, then An C V n U (W n \ V n ) and so Hence mis strongly additive. for each P E cs(E). Equivalently, for each P E cs(E) and each E > 0, there exists 8> 0 such that mp(A) < E for each A E R with IMI(A) < 8.
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. Conversely, suppose that the condition is satisfied but m is not JL-absolutely continuous. Then there exist p E cs(E) and E > 0 and a sequence (An) In this section we will examine the problem of extending an m E M (R., E) to a a -additive measure defined on a a -algebra containing R.. In order for such an extension to exist, it is clearly necessary that m is a-additive and strongly additive. We will show that these two conditions are also sufficient.
Note. Throughout the rest of this section, m will be a strongly additive member of
Ma(R., E).
For p E cs(E), we define 
Lemma 4.1. mp(A) =mp(A)jorall A E R..

Proof. Clearly mp(A)~mp(A). On the other hand, if (Vn) is a sequence in R. covering A, then mp(A)~sUPn mp(V n) since m is a-additive. This implies that mp(A) :) mp(A).
Let now
This completes the proof. 0
Lemma 4.3. (I) For A, B C X, we have
Imp (A) -mp(B)1~m p(A.6.B). (2) If A, BERm, then
Proof.
(1) Suppose (say) that
The proof is analogous to that of (1). 0 Lemma 4.4.
For G E R, we have m'; (G) = mp(G).
If A E R m , then m'; (A) = mp(A).
Proof. Combining the preceding lemmas, we get the following extension.
Theorem 4.7. Let m E M a (R, E) be strongly additive. If R a is the a-algebra generated by R, then there exists a unique extension m"
Proof. Since R m is a a -algebra, it follows that R" is contained in R m . Thus the restriction m" of m'" to R a is a a -additive extension ofm. To prove the uniqueness,
be an extension of m and let
It is easy to see that, if A E F, then A C E F. The family F is a monotone class. Indeed, let (An) be a sequence in F with An -l-A. Then C F and s, t B, then m a (B) = M(B) . Hence F is a monotone class. Since R" is the monotone class generated by R (by [6] 
Similarly, if (B n)
Proof. Let
This proves that A E R':,.. Moreover, if Al = B, Az = G and A3 = F C , then {AI, Az, A3} is an R" -partition of X and, for f = XA, we have that The proof of the next lemma is analogous to the one of Lemma 4.5. In fact, let (An) be a sequence in »; and A = UAn. We may assume that the sets An are pairwise disjoint. Given p E cs(E) and E > 0, there is a sequence (W n) of pairwise disjoint members ofR such that mp(An~W n) < E for every n. As the sets W n are pairwise disjoint, there exists n such that mp(Wd < E for all k > n. Now (G) for every member G of F. It is clear that R bo coincides with the a-algebra generated by F. As F is an algebra, R bo coincides with the monotone class generated by F (by Halmos [6] , Theorem B on p. 27). The class FI, of all members A ofR bo for which {L(A) = m" (A) , is monotone. It follows that {L = m r on R bo . Finally, ifm I = m r Ina, then ml is a a-additive extension ofm and thus ml = m" by the uniqueness part of Theorem 4.7. This completes the proof. 0
Proof. Clearly mp(A)~mp(A
The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the one of Theorem 4.8. since E is Hausdorff.
(2) The proof is analogous to that of (1). 0
